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   What are  
   Occupational     
   Standards(OS)? 
 
 OS describe what 

individuals need 
to do, know and 
understand in 
order to carry out 
a particular job 
role or function  

 
 OS are 

performance 
standards that 
individuals must 
achieve when 
carrying out 
functions in the 
workplace, 
together with 
specifications of 
the underpinning 
knowledge and 
understanding 
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Automotive  
Skills Development Council 

 
QUALIFICATIONS PACK - OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS FOR AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 

SECTOR: AUTOMOTIVE 

SUB-SECTOR:R & D SUPPORT 

OCCUPATION: TESTING AND VALIDATION 

JOB ROLE: IN-CHARGE MATERIAL TESTING 

REFERENCE ID: ASC/Q6504 

ALIGNED TO: NCO-2004/Nil 

 

Brief Job Description: :Individuals at this job need to administer metallurgical 

testing, physical & chemical testing and failure analysis of materials for fabrication 

of parts and other components that finally go into manufacturing of different 

products 

 

Personal Attributes: The individual should be willing to working a laboratory 

environment for long hours. The individual should possess strong decision making 

skills. The individual should also be able to demonstrate skills for mathematical 

reasoning, critical thinking, technology design and comprehension  
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Qualifications Pack Code ASC/Q6504 

Job Role Manager-Material Testing 

Credits(NSQF)  TBD Version number 1.0 
Sector Automotive Drafted on  13/09/13 

Sub-sector R & D SUPPORT Last reviewed on 23/09/13 

Occupation Testing and Validation 
Next review date 
 

Under revision expected date 
of revised version 31-Dec-15 

NSQC Clearance on 28/09/15 

Job Role Manager- Material Testing 

Role Description 
Metallurgical, chemical and failure testing of materials used for 
fabrication  of parts and components 

NSQF level 6 

Minimum Educational Qualifications* M.Tech/B. Tech/Dip.in Polymer/Chemical Technology 

Maximum Educational Qualifications* Not Applicable 

Training 
(Suggested but not mandatory) 

 Compulsory: Stress analysis techniques ,Material testing and 
validation techniques , FEA, product/components testing 
methods, knowledge of TS16949/ISO14001/EMS systems 
 

 Voluntary: Information flow systems like ERP/SAP 
 

Minimum Job Entry Age 

1 ASDC recommends that candidates should seek full employment not 

before attaining an age of 18 years. 

2 However, as per Factories Act1948 : 

- No one can be employed before attaining the age of 15 

 - A person between the age of 15 – 18 (both inclusive) could be 

employed only with employers who follow                                                             

safety and security systems &processes and also at the employee in 

this bracket will be working under                                                             

supervision.                                                                           

3 Please note that under the Factories Act 1948, different                                                                                           

States may have slightly varying provision which need                                                       

to be adhered to. 

Experience 

 
ASDC Level 5 Certificate or minimum 4-6years in R & D department 

Applicable National Occupational 

Standards (NOS)   

Compulsory: 
 
ASC/N6503. Perform testing and validation of materials 

ASC/N6504. Develop alternate material for improving product 

quality 

ASC/N0006. Maintain a safe andhealthy  working              

environment                  

ASC/N0022Ensure implementation of  5S activities at the shop floor & 
the office area 

 

Performance Criteria As described in the relevant OS units 
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Keywords /Terms Description 

Sector Sector is a conglomeration of different business operations having similar business and 
interests. It may also be defined as a distinct subset of the economy whose 
components share similar characteristics and interests. 

Sub-sector Sub-sector is derived from a further breakdown based on the characteristics and 
interests of its components. 

Occupation Occupation is a set of job roles, which perform similar/ related set of functions in an 
industry. 

Function Function is an activity necessary for achieving the key purpose of the sector, 
occupation, or an area of work, which can be carried out by a person or a group of 
persons. Functions are identified through functional analysis and form the basis of OS. 

Sub-function Sub-functions are sub-activities essential to fulfill the achieving the objectives of the 
function. 

Job role Job role defines a unique set of functions that together form a unique employment 
opportunity in an organization. 

Occupational Standards 
(OS) 

OS specify the standards of performance an individual must achieve when carrying out 
a function in the workplace, together with the knowledge and understanding they 
need to meet that standard consistently. Occupational Standards are applicable both 
in the Indian and global contexts. 

Performance Criteria Performance criteria are statements that together specify the standard of 
performance required when carrying out a task. 

National Occupational 
Standards (OS) 

NOS are occupational standards which apply uniquely in the Indian context. 

Qualifications Pack (QP) QP comprises the set of OS, together with the educational, training and other criteria 
required to perform a job role. A QP is assigned a unique qualifications pack code. 

Unit Code Unit code is a unique identifier for an Occupational Standard, which is denoted by an 
‘N’ 

Unit Title Unit title gives a clear overall statement about what the incumbent should be able to 
do. 

Description Description gives a short summary of the unit content. This would be helpful to 
anyone searching on a database to verify that this is the appropriate OS they are 
looking for. 

Scope Scope is a set of statements specifying the range of variables that an individual may 
have to deal with in carrying out the function which have a critical impact on quality of 
performance required. 

Knowledge and 
Understanding 

Knowledge and understanding are statements which together specify the technical, 
generic, professional and organizational specific knowledge that an individual needs in 
order to perform to the required standard. 

Organizational Context Organizational context includes the way the organization is structured and how it 
operates, including the extent of operative knowledge managers have of their relevant 
areas of responsibility. 

Technical Knowledge Technical knowledge is the specific knowledge needed to accomplish specific 
designated responsibilities. 

Core Skills/ Generic 
Skills 

Core skills or generic skills are a group of skills that are the key to learning and working 
in today’s world. These skills are typically needed in any work environment in today’s 
world. These skills are typically needed in any work environment. In the context of the 
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OS, these include communication related skills that are applicable to most job roles. 

Keywords /Terms Description 

NOS National Occupational Standard(s) 

NSQF National Standards Qualifications Framework 

QP Qualifications Pack 

BO  Bought Out (Parts) 

BOM  Bills of Material 

SAP System Application and Products 

PPC Production Planning and Control 

SS Strategic Sourcing 

HSE Health , Safety and Environment 

PCN Parts Change Note 

PPAP Production Part Approval Process 
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Overview  
 

This unit is about different types of metallurgical and chemical testing of incoming materials 

which goes in manufacturing of product.  

 

 

 
 

National Occupational 

Standards 
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Unit Code ASC/N6503 

Unit Title 
(Task) 

Perform testing and validation of materials 

Description This OS unit is about the individual performing the testing and validation activities of 
materials used in fabrication of parts and components that are the assembledinto the 
final product 

Scope The unit/ task covers the following: 
 

 metallurgical and chemical testing of incoming materials 

 failure analysis of the product 

 resource management 

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope  

Element Performance Criteria 
 Metallurgical and 
chemical testing 

To  be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to: 
PC1. maintainlaboratory for performing testing and validation activities for 

materials of construction for various parts/components that are fitted into 
the final product like engine, chassis , forging and machining, suspension , 
brakes etc. 

PC2. ensure that the laboratory is well equipped to perform testing of materials 
like material confirmation,microstructure analysis, surface/material defects, 
hardness, tensile strength etc. 

PC3. ensure that the sample of each part/component has been prepared based on 
the process requirements 

PC4. monitor the procedures for performing tests being done by associates and 
ensure strict compliance to HSE requirements 

PC5. discuss with each associate the test findings and ensure its 
documentation&communication . 

PC6.  coordinate with the process owner and establish traceability upto the 
validation samples so that results can be co-related. 

PC7. ensure that the testing and validation results are being documented as per 
the ISO/IEC17025/NABL requirements 

PC8. in case , the material is non-conforming , then quarantine it and participate 
to perform failure analysis of the material in its manufacturing process. 

Failure analysis To  be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to: 
PC9. ensure that the data pertaining to the suspected material for field failures 

has been collated properly for further analysis 
PC10. ensure that the associates are having all the process documents pertaining to 

the suspected material like PFMEAs , Failure reports , Material inspection 
reports etc. 

PC11. based on the criticality and failure occurrence of the suspected failed 
part/component , decide the method of failure analysis; destructive testing 
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or Non Destructive Testing (NDT) 
PC12. in case of destructive testing ,ensure the cutting of a section of the suspected 

part and perform the testing like corrosion analysis , stress analysis etc. 
PC13. while in case of NDT ,ensure usage of techniques like electromagnetic 

radiation , spectroscopy , sound etc. for examining the suspected material 
PC14. in both cases ,jointly analyze, validate and ensure the documentationof the 

results 
PC15. discuss the findings with R&D department and seek their inputs 
PC16. based on the discussions inform the concerned process department and 

ensure that in case of rejection , the complete batch of the rejected material 
part is quarantined/ recalled. 

PC17. in case of rejection , internally with team perform testing and decide the 
most conforming  material for the part in discussions with Sourcing and R&D 

PC18. finalize the material and accordingly based on validation , approve the 
material of sample part and generate a process change note (PCN) in 
SAP/ERP for implementation of the new material part 

Resource 
management 
New Technology 

To be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to: 
PC19. recruit sufficient amount of staff in coordination with HR department for 

carrying out the various activities in material lab department 
PC20. ensure that the new joinare  trained by the existing staff members in an 

efficient and timely manner and talent to practice various techniques are 
available. 

PC21. follow up with QA/ senior management for requirement of new testing 
equipments 

PC22. procure new equipmentsas per requirement and monitor the working, 
calibration and maintenance  of existing equipments 

PC23. Be in touch with new developments in evaluation techniques, materials etc 
and factor these  at appropriate  stages viz new developments, recruitments 

Knowledge and Understanding (K) 

A. Organizational  
Context 

(Knowledge of the 

company /  

organization and  

its processes) 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand: 
KA1. product portfolio of organization 
KA2. the manufacturing processes of organization 
KA3. the list of approved vendors for the outsourced materials 
KA4. protocol for communication regarding change of material for an outsourced 

material 
KA5. Personnel and other HR policies of the organization 

B. Technical    
     Knowledge 

The individual on the job needs to have knowledge of: 
KB1. raw materials being used for manufacturing of each product 
KB2. physical, chemical and metallurgical properties of each material 
KB3. storage conditions required for each material 
KB4. material handling equipments used for loading and unloading activity 
KB5. testing and validation techniques used 
KB6. failure analysis techniques used for examining materials samples 
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KB7. ISO/IEC17025/, NABLsystem requirements 
KB8. information systems like SAP, ERP etc. 

Skills (S)  

A. Core Skills/ 

Generic Skills  

Interpretation skills 

The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA1. read and understand the usage of different tools and techniques for material 

testing 
SA2. interpret the analysis reports for various failures like stress , corrosion etc. 
SA3. document all the testing and validation activities findings in form of MS Word 

documents , MS Excel spreadsheets etc. 

Communication skills 

The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA4. communicate with the concerned departmentsfor gathering part/component 

failure data 
SA5. follow upwith team members for monitoring the progress of activities 
SA6. conduct meetings with R&D head/top management in case of any issues 

pertaining to results obtained 
SA7. ensure that the corrective actions are implemented at both department and 

vendors’ end for resolution of non-conformities pertaining to material of the 
part/component 

Teamwork and multitasking 

The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA8. distribute workload among team members for ensuring testing and validation 

of material in a timely and efficient manner 
SA9. share operation knowledge with colleagues 

B. Professional Skills 

 
 

Problem Solving 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SB1. work on actions to be taken on immediate basis in case of frequent material  

rejections 

SB2. work on the corrective and preventive actions for resolution of non-

conformities pertaining to defective material  

Critical thinking 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know how to: 
SB3. identify problems (technical and non-technical), disruptions and delays 

SB4. identify cost –effective methods of testing and examination of the material of 

sample part 

SB5. Take external support for technique/ equipment required but not available 

within the organization. 
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NOS Version Control 

 

NOS Code ASC/N6503 

Credits(NSQF) 
 

TBD Version number 1.0 

Industry Automotive Drafted on  13/09/13 

Industry Sub-sector R&D Support Last reviewed on 23/09/13 

Occupation Testing and Validation 
Next review date 
 

Under revision 
expected date of 
revised version  
31-Dec-15 
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Overview  
 

This unit is about development of alternate material for enhancing the quality of the product 

and facilitates optimization of the cost. 

 
 
 

National Occupational 

Standards 
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Unit Code ASC/N6504 

Unit Title 
(Task) 

Develop alternate material for improving the product quality 

Description This OS unit is about the individual developing the alternate material database for 
enhancing the performance of the product in terms of quality , durability and cost 
effectiveness 

Scope This unit/ task covers the following: 
 

 analysing the customer requirements 

 identification of alternate material  

 development and validation of the identified material 

Performance Criteria(PC) w.r.t. the Scope  

Element Performance Criteria 
Analysis of customer 
requirements 

To  be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to: 

PC1. ensure the collection of data pertaining to the field failures of various 

parts/components due to material , NPD- customer requirements, SOR  etc. 

from Marketing and R&D department 

PC2. analyze the failure data and identify thepart ,type of material failed and 

frequency of failure 

PC3. based on analysis of failure data , prepare the list of non-conforming parts and 

select the most frequent and high cost value part 

PC4. keeping in view the customer requirements , prepare a database of the most 

conforming material for the part in consideration based on the application 

PC5. compare the identified materials with respect to physical , chemical properties 

, unit cost , performance improvement , availability etc. and select the most 

viable material for the part 

PC6. With support from the design team re-develop the  drawings/ specifications  of 

the part  considering   the  results on the new material 

Development and 
validation 

To  be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to: 

PC7. collaborate with Sourcing department and convene a meeting with the part 

supplier  

PC8. share with the supplier the new drawing of the part in SAP/ERP/PLMand 

communicate the requirements 

PC9. if required , seek inputs from supplier and finalize the drawings of the new 

material part 

PC10. discuss with the supplier the cost implications and accordingly finalize the 

commercial terms 
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PC11. accordingly finalize a schedule for new material development and ensure its 

strict adherence 

PC12. coordinate with Sourcing department and ensure the development of the 

sample part with the new material 

PC13. in coordination with team , perform the various tests as per the standard 

operating procedures complying to the HSE requirements 

PC14. validate the results obtained and in coordination with supplier ensure the 

resolution of the discrepancies 

PC15. document the results for the validation and share it with the R&D department 

 and senior management ; participate in decision making process. 

PC16. Participate , co-ordinate in the documentation/ release process with the Design 

team with appropriate inputs 

PC17. monitor the new material performance by regularly analyzing the performance 

of the part during process and field by capturing the data from concerned 

departments 

Knowledge and Understanding (K) 

A. Organizational  
Context (Knowledge 

of the company /  

organization and  its 

processes) 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand: 
KA1.  product portfolio and product mix of organization 

KA2. the manufacturing processes of organization 
KA3. vendor database for all the materials sourced by organization 
KA4. protocol for communication regarding new materials development among 

the various departments of the organization 

B. Technical 

Knowledge 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand: 
 

KB1. raw materials being used for manufacturing of each product 
KB2. physical and chemical properties of each material 
KB3. storage conditions required for each material 
KB4. database for information aboutmaterials used 
KB5. testing and validation techniques used 
KB6. failure analysis techniques used for examining materials samples 
KB7. ISO/IEC17025/, NABL system requirements 

Skills (S)  

A. Core Skills/ Generic 

Skills  

Interpretation skills 

The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA1. understand the data pertaining to the customer requirements 
SA2. interpret the analysis reports for capturing information about the non-

conforming parts 
SA3. document all the testing and validation activities findings pertaining to ne 

material development in form of MS Word documents , MS Excel 
spreadsheets etc. 

Communication skills 
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The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA4. communicate with the concerned departments for gathering part/component 

failure data 
SA5. follow up with team members for monitoring the progress of activities 
SA6. conduct meetings with R&D head/top management in case of any issues 

pertaining to results obtained 
SA7. ensure that the corrective actions are implemented at both department and 

vendors’ end for resolution of non-conformities pertaining to new material 
sample part validation 

SA8. communicate with the R&D department for discussion the findings of sample 
part validation 

Teamwork and multitasking 

The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA9. coordinate with various departments and ensure requisite data availability for 

field failures, customer complaints, warranty issues pertaining to failed 
material partetc. 

SA10. distribute workload among team members to ensure timely completion of 
new material development activity 

SA11. share operation knowledge with colleagues 

B. Professional Skills 

 
 

Problem Solving 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SB1. identify the best alternate material for a frequently failing part/component 

SB2. resolve the discrepancies arising in new material sample part  

Critical thinking 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know how to: 
SB3. identify problems (technical and non-technical), disruptions and delays 

SB4. use escalation procedures 

SB5. Keep abreast of special events  such as  holidays/ work calendars / 

maintenance shutdowns  of suppliers& organization and  plan accordingly so 

that the final schedules are adhered to 
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NOS Version Control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOS Code ASC/N6504 

Credits(NSQF) 
 

TBD Version number 1.0 

Industry Automotive Drafted on  13/09/13 

Industry Sub-sector R&D Support Last reviewed on 23/09/13 

Occupation Testing and Validation 
Next review date 
 

Under revision 
expected date of 
revised version  
31-Dec-15 
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Overview 

 

This unit is about establishing a Safe, Healthy and Environment friendly workplace 
 
 
 
 
 
 

National Occupational 

Standards 
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 Unit Code ASC/N0006 

Unit Title 
(Task) 

Maintain a safe and healthy working environment 

Description This OS unit is about creating a Safe and Healthy work place, adhering to 
the safety guidelines in the working area of the organization, following 
practices which are not impacting the environment in a negative manner 

Scope This unit/task covers the following: 
Types of processes: 

 Material testing and validation 

 test lab 

Types of products 

 prototypes for product 

 prototype for individual component 

Performance Criteria (PC) w.r.t. the Scope 

Element Performance Criteria 

Identify and report the risks 
identified 

To be competent , the user/individual on the job must be able to : 
 

PC1. identify activities which can cause potential injury through sharp 
objects, burns, fall, electricity, gas leakages, radiation, poisonous 
fumes, chemicals ,loud noise 

PC2. inform the concerned authorities about the potential risks 
identified in the processes, workplace area/ layout, materials 
used etc 

PC3. inform the concerned authorities about damages which can 
potentially harm man/ machine during operations 

PC4. create awareness amongst other by sharing information on the 
identified risks 

Create and sustain a Safe, 
clean and environment 
friendly work place  

PC5. follow the instructions given on the equipment manual 
describing the operating process of  theequipments 

PC6. follow the Safety, Health and Environment related 
practicesdeveloped by the organization 

PC7. operate the machine using the recommended Personal 
Protective Equipments (PPE) 

PC8. maintain a clean and safe working environment near the 
workplace and ensure there is no spillage of chemicals, waste, 
oil, solvents etc 

PC9. maintain high standards of personal hygiene at the work place 
PC10. ensure that the waste disposal takes place in the designated 

area as per organization SOP 
PC11. inform appropriately the medical officer/ HR in case of self or an 
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employee’s illness  of contagious nature so that preventive 
actions can be planned for others 

Knowledge and Understanding (K)w.r.t. the scope 

Element Knowledge and Understanding 

A. Organizational  
Context (Knowledge of the 

company /  organization and  

its processes) 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand: 
KA1. relevant standards, procedures and policies related to Health, 

Safety and Environment followed in the company 

A. Technical  Knowledge The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand: 
KB1. basic knowledge of Safety procedures( fire fighting, first 

aid)within the organization 
KB2. basic knowledge of various types of PPEs and their usage 
KB3. basic knowledge of risks associated with each occupation in 

theorganization 
KB4. knowledge of personal hygiene and how an individual can 

contribute towards creating a highly safe and clean working 
environment 

Skills (S)w.r.t. the scope 

Element  Skills 

A. Core Skills/ Generic Skills  Writing Skills 

The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA1. write basic level notes and observations 

Reading Skills 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand  how to: 
SA2. read safety instructions put up in R&D department premises 
SA3. read safety precautions mentioned in equipment manuals and 

panels  to understand the potential risks associate with 
theequipment 

Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills) 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA4. effectively communicate information to team members 

andInform employees in the plant and concerned functions 
aboutpotentials Safety, Health and Environment related risks 
observed  

SA5. question associates  in order to understand the safety related 
issues 

SA6. attentively listen with full attention and comprehend the 
information given by the speaker during safety drills and 
trainingprograms 

B. Professional Skills 

 
 

Judgmental Thinking 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SB1. use common sense and make judgments during day to day basis 
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SB2. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems 

 
 
 

NOS Version Control 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOS Code ASC/N0006 

Credits(NSQF) TBD Version number 1.0 

Industry Automotive Drafted on  13/09/13 

Industry Sub-sector R&D Support Last reviewed on 23/09/13 

Occupation Testing and Validation 
Next review date 
 

Under revision 
expected date of 
revised version  
31-Dec-15 
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Overview  
 

This unit is about the implementing the various principles of 5S and ensure that the  given 

guidelines are followed to  ensure a clean and efficient working environment in the 

organization 

National Occupational 
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 Unit Code ASC/N0022 

Unit Title 
(Task) Ensure implementation of  5S activities at the shop floor & the 

office area 
Description This NOS is about overseeing  the implementation of all 5 S activities both 

at the shop floor and the office area by the team members and training 
the team in implementation of the 5S principles  

Scope The individual  needs to  

 Ensure sorting, streamlining/ organizing,  storage and 

documentation, systematic cleaning, standardization and  

sustenanceacross the plant and office premises of the 

organization as given in the organization guidelines  

Performance Criteria (PC) w.r.t. the Scope 

Element Performance Criteria 

Ensure proper  sorting of 
items at the work place  

PC1. Ensure all recyclable materials are put in designated  containers 
PC2. Ensure no Tools, fixtures & jigs are lying on workstations unless in 

use and no un-necessary items is lying on workbenches or work 
surfaces unless in use 

PC3. Ensure that the operators and other team members are 
segregating the  waste in hazardous/ Non Hazardous waste as per 
the sorting work instructions  

PC4. Ensure that all the operators are following the   technique of waste 
disposal  and waste storage in the designated  bins 

PC5. Segregate  theitems  which are labelled at  red tag items for the 
process area and keep them in the correct places 

PC6. Ensure that all the   tools/ equipment/ fasteners/ spare parts are 
arranged  as per specifications/ utility into proper trays, cabinets, 
lockers as mentioned in the 5S guidelines/ work instructions 

PC7. Check for return of any type of extra material and tools to the 
designated sections and make sure that no additional material/ 
tool is lying near the work area 

PC8. Oversee removal of  unnecessary equipment, storage, furniture,  
unneeded inventory, supplies, parts and material  

PC9. Ensure that areas of material storage areas are not overflowing 
PC10. Ensure proper stacking and storage of  the various types of boxes 

and containers as per the size/ utility to avoid any fall of items/ 
breakage and also enable easy sorting when required 

Ensure proper 
documentation and storage 
– streamlining & organizing 
the workplace 

PC11. Ensure that the team follows the given instructions and checks for   
labelling of fluids, oils. lubricants, solvents, chemicals etc.  and 
proper storage of the same to avoid spillage, leakage, fire etc.  

PC12. Make sure that all material and tools are stored in the  
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designatedplaces and in the manner indicated in the 5S 
instructions 

PC13. Ensure that organizing the workplace takes place with due 
considerations to the principles of wasted motions, ergonomics, 
work & method study . 

Ensure  cleaning of self and 
the work place 

PC14. Ensure that the area has floors swept, machinery clean and is 
generally neat and tidy. In case of cleaning, ensure that correct 
displays are maintained on the floor which indicate potential safety 
hazards 

PC15. Ensure workbenches and work surfaces are clean and in good 
condition 

PC16. Ensure adherence to the  cleaning schedule for  the lighting system 
to ensure proper illumination 

PC17. Ensure self-cleanliness - clean uniform, clean shoes, clean gloves, 
clean helmets, personal hygiene 

 Ensure standardization  PC18. Ensure that  daily cleaning standards and schedules to create a 
clean working environment are followed across the plant 

PC19. Oversee that various  cleaning and organizing tasks have been 
developed and assigned for the work area  

PC20. Ensure  logical and user friendly  documentation and file 
management for all activities across the plant and create guidelines 
around standardization of processes  

PC21. Ensure timely creation and sharing of the 5S checklists 
PC22. Ensure that the 5S manual are available as per the timelines   

 Ensure sustenance  PC23. Ensure team cooperation during the audit of 5 S activities 
PC24. Ensure that workmen are periodically trained to address challenges 

related to 5S 
PC25. Participate actively in employee work groups on 5S and encourage 

team members for active participation 
PC26. Oversee that  thestaff/operators are trained and fully understand 

5s procedures 
PC27. Ensure that all the  guidelines for What to do and What not to do 

to build sustainability in 5S are  mentioned in the 5S check lists/ 
work instructions and are easily searchable 

PC28. Ensure continuous training of the team members on 5S in order to 
increase their awareness and support implementation  

PC29. Ensure that all visual controls, notice boards, symbols etc. at the 
manufacturing  placeare created, working  and are put up as per 
the requirement 

 Knowledge and Understanding (K) w.r.t. the scope 

 Element Knowledge and Understanding 
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 A. Organizational  
Context (Knowledge of 

the company /  

organization and  its 

processes) 

The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand: 
KA1. relevant standards, procedures and policies related to 5S 

followed in the company 

 B. Technical  Knowledge The user/individual on the job  needs to : 
KB5. have basic knowledge of 5S procedures 
KB6. know various types 5s practices followed in various areas 
KB7. understand the 5S checklists provided in the department/ team 
KB8. have skills to identify useful &non useful items 
KB9. have knowledge of labels , signs & colors used as indicators 
KB10. Have knowledge on how to sort and store various types of tools, 

equipment, material etc.  
KB11. know , how to identify various types of waste products 
KB12. understand the impact of waste/ dirt/ dust/unwanted 

substances on the process/ environment/ machinery/ human 
body 

KB13. have knowledge of best and environment protective  ways of 
cleaning & waste disposal 

KB14. understand the importance of standardization in processes 
KB15. understand the importance of sustainability in 5S 
KB16. have knowledge of TQM process 
KB17. have knowledge of various materials and storage norms 
KB18. understand visual controls, symbols, graphs etc. 

 Skills (S)w.r.t. the scope  

 Element  Skills 

 A. Core Skills/ Generic 
Skills  

Writing Skills 

 The user/ individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA7. write basic level notes and observations 
SA8. note down observations (if any) related to the process 
SA9. write information documents to internal departments/ internal  
           teams 

 Reading Skills 

 The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand  how to: 
SA10. read 5S  instructions put up across the plant premises  

 Oral Communication (Listening and Speaking skills) 

 The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SA11. effectively communicate information to team members inform 

employees in the plant and concerned functions about 5S   
SA12. question the process head  in order to understand  the 5S related 

issues 
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SA13. attentively listen with full attention and comprehend the 
information given by the speaker during 5S training  programs 

 B. Professional Skills Judgmental Thinking 

 The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SB3. use common sense and make judgments during day to day basis 
SB4. use reasoning skills to identify and resolve basic problems using 

5S 

 Persuasion 

 The user/ individual on the jobs needs to know and understand how to: 
SB5. persuade  team members to follow 5 S 
SB6. ensure that the  team members understand  the importance of 

using  5 S tool 

 Creativity 

 The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to : 
SB7. use innovative skills to perform and manage 5 S activities at the 

work desk and the shop floor 
SB8. exhibit inquisitive behavior to seek feedback and question on the 

existing set patterns of work emerge,  techniques in CA/CI 
around 5 S work practices 

 Self –Discipline 

 The user/individual on the job needs to know and understand how to: 
SB9. do what is right, not what is a popular practice 
SB10. follow shop floor rules& regulations and avoid deviations 
SB11. lead by example in the plant premises while performing activities 

related to 5S 
SB12. ensure self-cleanliness on a daily basis   
SB13. demonstrate the will to keep the work area in a clean and orderly 

manner 

  Ownership 

 The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SB14. accept additional responsibility for self and the team 
SB15. encourage self and other to take greater responsibilities for 

managing 5S 
SB16. identify obstacles and bottlenecks in the process and  find basic 

level solutions for removing these obstacles  

 Decision making 
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 The user/individual on the job  needs to know and understand how to: 
SB17. use previous experience in resolving problems and taking 

decisions 
SB18. make  timely and independent decisions  on the line/ shift within 

the boundaries of the delegation matrix of the organization 
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Annexure 

Nomenclature for QP and NOS 
 

Qualifications Pack  

 

[ABC]/ Q 0101 

 

 

 

 

Occupational Standard 

 

An example of NOS with ‘N’ 

 [ABC] / N 0101 

 

 

 

 

  

technology 

Q denoting Qualifications Pack 

consul t ing  

EYE ON IT 
Current Industry 
Trends 
 

Suscipit, vicispraesenterat 

feugaitepulae, validus indoles 

duisenimconsequatgenitus at. 

Sed, conventio, aliquip 

accumsanadipiscingaugueblan

dit minim abbasoppetocommov.  

 

Enim neo velitadsumodio, 

multo, in 

commoveoquibuspremotamene

rathuic. Occuro uxor dolore, ut 

at praemittooptosisudo, 

opesfeugiatiriurevalidus. Sino 

lenis vulputate, 

valetudoilleabbascogosaluto 

quod, esseillum, letatio lorem 

conventio. 

Letalisnibhiustumtransverbero 

bene, 

eratvulputateenimessesisudoer

at.  

 

 

SOFTWARE 
Monthly Picks 
 

Volutpatmos at  

neque 

nullalobortis 

dignissim 

conventio, torqueo, acsi roto 

modo. Feugait in 

obruoquaeingeniumtristiqueelitv

elnatu meus. 

Moliortorqueocapiovelitloquorap

tentuteratfeugiatpneumcommod

o. 

Enim neo velitadsumodio, 

multo, in 

commoveoquibuspremotamene

rathuic. Occuro uxor dolore, ut 

at praemittooptosisudo, 

Occupation (2 numbers) 

QP number (2 numbers) 

Aptentnullaaliquipcamurut 

consequataptentnisl in voco 

consequat. Adipsdiscing magna 

jumentumvelitiriureobruo. damnum 

pneum. 

Aptentnullaaliquipcamurutconsequat 

lorem aptentnisl magna 

jumentumvelitan en iriure. Loquor, 

vulputate meus indoles iaceo, ne 

secundum, 

dolusdemoveointerddficoproprius. In 

consequatosquadfsenudflla magna.  

Aptentnullaaliquipcamurutansdl as 

consequataptentnisl in 

vocolocconsequatispo facto delore 

ergo maskaforgeuitmascapala ergo 

sacrum lamap 

allacumdergo ipso aliquipmiasermi 

proprius.   quaenulla magna. Delenitabdoessequia, 

tehuic. Ratisnequeymo, venioillum 

 pala damnum. Aptentnullaaliquipcamurut 

  consequataptent. Adipiscing magna jumentum 

   velitiriureobruovel.Volutpatmos at nequenulla 

  lobortisdignissimconventio, torqueo, acsi roto 

  modo. Feugait in obruoquaeingeniumtristique 

  elitvelnatu meus. Moliortorqueocapiovelitloquor

 aptentuteratfeugiatpneumcommodovelobruomaradui

senimconsequatgenitus. Enim neo velitadsumodio, 

multo lorem ipso matairlosa. 

9 characters 

N denoting National Occupational Standard Occupation (2 numbers) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OS number (2 numbers) 

9 characters 

[Insert 3 letter codes for SSC]  
 

[Insert 3 letter codes for SSC]  
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The following acronyms/ codes have been used in the nomenclature above: 
 

Sub-sector Range of Occupation numbers 

Manufacturing 31 - 45 & 61 - 68 

Research & Development 81 - 84 

Sales & Service  01 - 21 

Road Transportation 96 - 97 
 

 

Sequence Description Example 

 Three letters Automotive ASC 

Slash  /  / 

Next letter Whether QP or NOS N 

Next two numbers Occupation code 01 

Next two numbers OS number 01 
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Guidelines for Assessment 
 
1. Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each Performance Criteria 
(PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down proportion of marks for Theory and 
Skills Practical for each PC. 
2. The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by the SSC.  
3. Assessment will be conducted for all compulsory NOS, and where applicable, on the selected elective/option NOS/set of 
NOS. 
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each candidate at each 
examination/training center (as per assessment criteria below). 
4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every student at each 
examination/training center based on this criterion.  
5. To pass the Qualification Pack , every trainee should score a minimum of 70% of aggregate marks to successfully clear the 
assessment. 
6. In case of unsuccessful completion, the trainee may seek reassessment on the Qualification Pack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No. Of  NOS 2 Role specific ,2 generic 

 
Assessable 

Outcome 
Assessment Criteria 

Total 
Mark 

Out of 
Marks allocation 

Theory  Practical 

1.  
ASC/N6503 
Perform 
testing and 
validation of 
materials  
 

PC1. Maintain a laboratory for performing 

testing and validation activities for 

materials of construction for various 

parts/components that are fitted 

into the final product like engine, 

chassis, forging and machining, 

suspension, brakes etc. 

100 

3 1 2 

PC2. Ensure that the laboratory is well 

equipped to perform testing of 

materials like material confirmation, 

microstructure analysis, surface/ 

material defects, hardness, tensile 

strength etc. 

3 1 2 

PC3. Ensure that the sample of each 

part/component has been prepared 

based on the process 

requirements. 

3 1 2 

CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES 

Job Role:  Incharge Material Testing 

Qualification Pack: ASC/Q6504   

Sector Skill Council: Automotive Skills Development Council 
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PC4. Monitor the procedures for 

performing tests being done by 

associates and ensure strict 

compliance to HSE requirements. 

5 2 3 

PC5. Discuss with each associate the 

test findings and ensure its 

documentation & communication. 

6 2 4 

PC6. Coordinate with the process owner 

and establish traceability up to the 

validation samples so that results 

can be co-related. 

4 1 3 

PC7. Ensure that the testing and 

validation results are being 

documented as per the 

ISO/IEC17025/NABL requirements. 

5 2 3 

PC8. In case, the material is non-

conforming, then quarantine it and 

participate to perform failure 

analysis of the material in its 

manufacturing process. 

4 1 3 

PC9. Ensure that the data pertaining to 

the suspected material for field 

failures has been collated properly 

for further analysis. 

6 2 4 

PC10. ensure that the associates are 

having all the process documents 

pertaining to the suspected material 

like PFMEAs, Failure reports, 

Material inspection reports etc. 

4 1 3 

PC11. Based on the criticality and failure 

occurrence of the suspected failed 

part/component, decide the method 

of failure analysis; destructive 

testing or Non Destructive Testing 

(NDT). 

6 2 4 

PC12. in case of destructive testing , 
ensure the cutting of a section of 
the suspected part and perform the 
testing like corrosion analysis, 
stress analysis etc. 

6 2 4 

PC13. While in case of NDT, ensure 4 1 3 
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usage of techniques like 

electromagnetic radiation, 

spectroscopy, sound etc. for 

examining the suspected material. 

PC14. In both cases, jointly analyse, 

validate and ensure the 

documentation of the results. 

5 2 3 

PC15. Discuss the findings with R&D 

department and seek their inputs. 
4 1 3 

PC16. Based on the discussions inform 

the concerned process department 

and ensure that in case of rejection 

, the complete batch of the rejected 

material part is quarantined/ 

recalled. 

4 1 3 

PC17. In case of rejection , internally 

with team perform testing and 

decide the most conforming 

material for the part in discussions 

with Sourcing and R&D. 

4 1 3 

PC18. Finalize the material and 

accordingly based on validation, 

approve the material of sample part 

and generate a process change 

note (PCN) in SAP/ERP for 

implementation of the new material 

part. 

4 1 3 

PC19. Recruit sufficient amount of staff 

in coordination with HR department 

for carrying out the various 

activities in material lab 

department. 

4 1 3 

PC20. Ensure that the new joiners are 

trained by the existing staff 

members in an efficient and timely 

manner and talent to practice 

various techniques are available. 

4 1 3 

PC21. Follow up with QA/ senior 

management for requirement of 

new testing equipment. 

4 1 3 
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PC22. Procure new equipment as per 

requirement and monitor the 

working, calibration and 

maintenance of existing equipment. 

4 1 3 

PC23. Be in touch with new 

developments in evaluation 

techniques, materials etc. and 

factor these at appropriate stages 

viz new developments, 

recruitments. 

4 1 3 

 Total  100 30 70 

2.  
ASC/N6504 
Develop 
alternate 
material for 
improving 
the product 
quality 

PC1. Ensure the collection of data 

pertaining to the field failures of 

various parts/components due to 

material, NPD- customer 

requirements, SOR etc. from 

Marketing and R&D department. 

100 

4 1 3 

PC2. Analyse the failure data and identify 

the part, type of material failed and 

frequency of failure. 

4 1 3 

PC3. Based on analysis of failure data, 

prepare the list of non-conforming 

parts and select the most frequent 

and high cost value part. 

6 2 4 

PC4. Keeping in view the customer 

requirements, prepare a database 

of the most conforming material for 

the part in consideration based on 

the application. 

7 2 5 

PC5. Compare the identified materials 

with respect to physical, chemical 

properties, unit cost, performance 

improvement, availability etc. and 

select the most viable material for 

the part. 

6 2 4 

PC6. With support from the design team 

re-develop the drawings/ 

specifications of the part 

considering the results on the new 

material. 

7 2 5 

PC7. Collaborate with Sourcing 6 2 4 
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department and convene a meeting 
with the part supplier. 

PC8. Share with the supplier the new 

drawing of the part in 

SAP/ERP/PLM and communicate 

the requirements. 

7 2 5 

PC9. If required, seek inputs from 

supplier and finalize the drawings of 

the new material part. 

7 2 5 

PC10. Discuss with the supplier the cost 

implications and accordingly finalize 

the commercial terms. 

7 2 5 

PC11. Accordingly finalize a schedule 

for new material development and 

ensure its strict adherence. 

6 2 4 

PC12. Coordinate with Sourcing 

department and ensure the 

development of the sample part 

with the new material. 

7 2 5 

PC13. In coordination with team, 

perform the various tests as per the 

standard operating procedures 

complying with the HSE 

requirements. 

6 2 4 

PC14. Validate the results obtained and 
in coordination with supplier ensure 
the resolution of the discrepancies. 

6 2 4 

PC15. Document the results for the 
validation and share it with the R&D 
department and senior 
management; participate in 
decision making process. 

6 2 4 

PC16. Participate, co-ordinate in the 

documentation/ release process 

with the Design team with 

appropriate inputs. 

4 1 3 

PC17. Monitor the new material 
performance by regularly analyzing 
the performance of the part during 
process and field by capturing the 
data from concerned departments. 

4 1 3 

 Total  100 30 70 

3.  
ASC/N0006 
Maintain a 

PC1. Identify activities which can cause 
potential injury through sharp 
objects, burns, fall, electricity, gas 

100 7 2 5 
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safe, clean 
and secure 
working 
environment  

leakages, radiation, poisonous 
fumes, chemicals, loud noise 

PC2. Inform the concerned authorities 
about the potential risks identified 
in the processes, workplace area/ 
layout, materials used etc. 

7 2 5 

PC3. Inform the concerned authorities 
about damages which can 
potentially harm man/ machine 
during operations. 

10 3 7 

PC4. Create awareness amongst other 
by sharing information on the 
identified risks. 

10 3 7 

PC5. Follow the instructions given on the 
equipment manual describing the 
operating process of the 
equipment. 

10 3 7 

PC6. Follow the Safety, Health and 
Environment related practices 
developed by the organization. 

10 3 7 

PC7. Operate the machine using the 
recommended Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE). 

10 3 7 

PC8. Maintain a clean and safe working 
environment near the work place 
and ensure there is no spillage of 
chemicals, waste, oil, solvents etc. 

10 3 7 

PC9. Maintain high standards of 
personal hygiene at the work 
place. 

9 3 6 

PC10. Ensure that the waste disposal 
takes place in the designated area 
as per organization SOP. 

9 3 6 

PC11. Inform the medical officer/ HR in 
case of self or an employee’s 
illness of contagious nature so that 
preventive actions can be planned 
for others. 

8 2 6 

 Total  100 30 70 

4. 
ASC/N0022 
Ensure 
implementati
on of  5S 
activities at 
the shop 
floor & the 
office area 

PC1. Ensure all recyclable materials are 
put in designated containers. 

100 

3 1 2 

PC2. Ensure no Tools, fixtures & jigs are 
lying on workstations unless in use 
and no un-necessary items is lying 
on workbenches or work surfaces 
unless in use. 

3 1 2 

PC3. Ensure that the operators and 
other team members are 
segregating the  waste in 
hazardous/ Non Hazardous waste 
as per the sorting work instructions 

3 1 2 

PC4. Ensure that all the operators are 
following the   technique of waste 

3 1 2 
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disposal  and waste storage in the 
designated  bins 

PC5. Segregate the items which are 
labelled at red tag items for the 
process area and keep them in the 
correct places. 

3 1 2 

PC6. Ensure that all the tools/ 
equipment/ fasteners/ spare parts 
are arranged as per specifications/ 
utility into proper trays, cabinets, 
lockers as mentioned in the 5S 
guidelines/ work instructions. 

3 1 2 

PC7. Check for return of any type of 
extra material and tools to the 
designated sections and make 
sure that no additional material/ 
tool are lying near the work area. 

5 2 3 

PC8. Oversee removal of unnecessary 
equipment, storage, furniture, 
unneeded inventory, supplies, 
parts and material. 

4 1 3 

PC9. Ensure that areas of material 
storage areas are not overflowing. 

4 1 3 

PC10. Ensure proper stacking and 
storage of the various types of 
boxes and containers as per the 
size/ utility to avoid any fall of 
items/ breakage and also enable 
easy sorting when required. 

4 1 3 

PC11. Ensure that the team follows the 
given instructions and checks for 
labelling of fluids, oils, lubricants, 
solvents, chemicals etc. and 
proper storage of the same to 
avoid spillage, leakage, fire etc.  

3 1 2 

PC12. Make sure that all material and 
tools are stored in the designated 
places and in the manner indicated 
in the 5S instructions. 

4 1 3 

PC13. Ensure that organizing the 
workplace takes place with due 
considerations to the principles of 
wasted motions, ergonomics, work 
& method study. 

4 1 3 

PC14. Ensure that the area has floors 
swept, machinery clean and is 
generally neat and tidy. In case of 
cleaning, ensure that correct 
displays are maintained on the 
floor which indicates potential 
safety hazards. 

4 1 3 

PC15. Ensure workbenches and work 
surfaces are clean and in good 

3 1 2 
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condition. 

PC16. Ensure adherence to the cleaning 
schedule for the lighting system to 
ensure proper illumination. 

4 1 3 

PC17. Ensure self-cleanliness - clean 
uniform, clean shoes, clean gloves, 
clean helmets, personal hygiene. 

3 1 2 

PC18. Ensure that daily cleaning 
standards and schedules to create 
a clean working environment are 
followed across the plant. 

4 1 3 

PC19. Oversee that various cleaning and 
organizing tasks have been 
developed and assigned for the 
work area. 

3 1 2 

PC20. Ensure logical and user friendly 
documentation and file 
management for all activities 
across the plant and create 
guidelines around standardization 
of processes. 

3 1 2 

PC21. Ensure timely creation and sharing 
of the 5S checklists. 

4 1 3 

PC22. Ensure that the 5S manual are 
available as per the timelines. 

3 1 2 

PC23. Ensure team cooperation during 
the audit of 5S activities. 

4 1 3 

PC24. Ensure that workmen are 
periodically trained to address 
challenges related to 5S 

3 1 2 

PC25. Participate actively in employee 
work groups on 5S and encourage 
team members for active 
participation. 

3 1 2 

PC26. Oversee that  the  staff/ operators 
are trained and fully understand 5S 
procedures 

3 1 2 

PC27. Ensure that all the guidelines for 
what to do and what not to do to 
build sustainability in 5S are 
mentioned in the 5S check lists/ 
work instructions and are easily 
searchable. 

4 1 3 

PC28. Ensure continuous training of the 
team members on 5S in order to 
increase their awareness and 
support implementation. 

3 1 2 

PC29. Ensure that all visual controls, 
notice boards, symbols etc. at the 
manufacturing place are created, 
working and are put up as per the 
requirement. 

3 1 2 

 Total  100 30 70 
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 Grand Total  400 400 120 280 

Percentage Weightage (%)   30 70 

 


